FORT BARTON & HIGHLAND WOODS TRAIL GUIDE

Map Key

1. Entrances (2)
2. Observation Tower
3. Historic Cemetery
4. Red Loop Trailhead
5. Green Loop Trailhead

Parking
Stone Walls
Trail Waypoints
Footbridge
Connector Trails

Trail Lengths
The Red Loop is approximately 3 miles.
The Green Loop is approximately 1 mile.

CAUTION: Trails can be challenging in places because of uneven terrain and slopes that require physical stamina and sure footing.

Visitor Etiquette and Regulations

This area is maintained for the quiet enjoyment of the public and is to be used in a way that protects its natural and cultural environment. Town Ordinance Sec. 54 establishes regulations for public use, as summarized here:

• Visiting is allowed between sunrise and sunset.
• Visitors must stay on marked trails.
• Dogs must be kept on a physical leash and under restraint at all times.
• NO possession or consumption of alcohol.
• DO NOT leave trails or use unmarked trails.
• DO NOT remove or disturb vegetation, structures or any object intrinsic to the site, (e.g. stones, artifacts)
• NO littering, camping, smoking, hunting, trapping, paintballing, campfires.
• NO bicycle riding or horseback riding.
• NO motorized vehicles.
• NO metal detectors.

Please Note:
Some areas are private property. Visitors must stay on marked trails.

Directions
Highland Road, Tiverton:
From Route 24 in Tiverton, take Route 77 (Main Road) exit south toward Little Compton. Turn left on Highland Road; continue to Town Hall, 343 Highland Road. Fort Barton is at the top of the hill at the intersection of Lawton Avenue and Highland Road. Parking is located across from Town Hall. The Highland Woods entrance is a short walk up Highland Road.
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